LCAP JUST GOT EASIER
VitalInsight™ technologies make it much easier in a few short weeks to collect meaningful data,
establish appropriate goals within the LCAP priorities, and identity effective, proven strategies
that will produce the results you want.
Spend less time:




Attending tedious meetings brainstorming about perceived needs for improvement
Gathering data that will have dubious value when putting improvement plans together
Dealing with opinions that move the group’s direction further from practices that are
likely to produce better results.

Invest your time:




Analyzing comprehensive data that reveal existing performance strengths
Understanding which vulnerabilities exist through the diagnostic process
Selecting the range of prescriptive best practices that could be used by you to design
improvement plans

Implement Quickly:




A VitalInsight™ representative will provide a description of how the process and reports
can be generated in as little as two weeks
From VitalInsight’s library of over 8000 best practices, you will receive over 20
prescription options for each goal
Following the selection of most likely successful prescriptions, implementation can begin
immediately

Results:
VitalInsight usually is used over 2-4 years in order to monitor progress and report needs for
adjusting the prescriptions. In a five year efficacy study published in AASA School
Administrator magazine, plans based on VI data were documented to:







Increase student achievement by double digits in every grade for four years
Increase teacher effectiveness and collaboration
Increase parent and stakeholder trust in school teachers and leaders
Improve team work and problem solving
Increase student engagement
Fulfill state planning requirements

We would be happy to share with you how VitalInsight™ can remove much of the pain in LCAP
planning and improvement processes efficiently and inexpensively.
Getting Started
Contact me to help you meet and exceed the LCAP requirements. The cost is less than what you
will spend on guided planning sessions.
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